
HERSHEY FOODS COMPANY

The Hershey Company commonly called Hershey's or Hershey, is an American company and one of the largest
chocolate manufacturers in the world. It also.

After experiencing major structural changes owing to its s expansion, the company implemented an intensive
values study to pinpoint and communicate the principles inherent in its corporate culture and history. About
workers transition from the old Chocolate Avenue plant, but about jobs are eliminated. Unionization[ edit ]
Labor unrest came to Hershey in the late s as a Congress of Industrial Organizations -backed union attempted
to organize the factory workers. The material on this site may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted,
cached or otherwise used, except with the prior written permission of PA Media Group. In , Hershey's Kisses
were first produced, and the next year, in , the Hershey Chocolate Company was formally chartered. Hershey's
Kisses[ edit ] In , he introduced a new candy, bite-sized, flat-bottomed, conical-shaped pieces of chocolate that
he named " Hershey's Kiss ". In , the Cory Corporation, a Chicago-based food-service company, was acquired.
In , Hershey decided to concentrate on chocolate, which he felt sure would become a big business. But with
the new factory, Hershey decided to mass-produce a limited number of products that he could sell at a low
price. Mark Pynes mpynes pennlive. Dearden, Hershey adopted an aggressive marketing plan in to offset its
shrinking market share. Hershey was considered as much a philanthropist as an entrepreneur. The introduction
of machine wrapping in simplified the process while adding the small paper ribbon to the top of the package to
indicate that it was a genuine Hershey product. In , the firm purchased an  Demolition continues at the old
Hershey chocolate factory in this PennLive file photo, clearing way for new development in town. To increase
employee morale, Milton provided leisure activities and created what would later become Hersheypark to
make sure the citizens enjoyed themselves. But the Internal Revenue Service seldom pursues such cases. Our
goal is to enhance our 1 position in the North American confectionery market, be the leader in U. Hershey
sitting on the steps of Homestead with a group of Hershey Industrial School students,  The chocolate factory
was turned over to the war effort and produced , bars a day. Nearly half of the city's residents were employed
by Hershey and feared a sale of the company, especially to a foreign firm, would negatively impact their jobs
as well as the city. As the s unfolded, changes in American culture forced Hershey Foods Corporation to
change also. The trust ultimately rejected a bid by the Wm. At the same time, Hershey decided to sell the
Friendly Ice Cream Corporation to concentrate on its core confectionery businesses. A visitors bureau had
been established as early as to handle tours of the facilities, and by almost a million people a year visited
Hershey. Expansion for Hershey also meant looking for acquisitions, the first of which was the H.


